The understanding of genome rearrangements is an important endeavor in comparative genomics. A major computational problem in this field is finding a shortest sequence of genome rearrangements that transforms, or sorts, one genome into another. In this paper we focus on sorting a multi-chromosomal genome by translocations. We reveal new relationships between this problem and the well studied problem of sorting by reversals. Based on these relationships, we develop two new algorithms for sorting by reciprocal translocations, which mimic known algorithms for sorting by reversals: a score-based method building on Bergeron's algorithm, and a recursive procedure similar to the Berman-Hannenhalli method. Though their proofs are more involved, our procedures for reciprocal translocations match the complexities of the original ones for reversals.
INTRODUCTION F
OR OVER A DECADE NOW, much effort has been put into large-scale genome sequencing projects. Analysis of the sequences that have accumulated so far showed that genome rearrangements play an important role in the evolution of species. A major computational problem in the research of genome rearrangements is finding a most parsimonious sequence of rearrangements that transforms one genome into another. This is called the genomic sorting problem, and the corresponding number of rearrangements is called the rearrangement distance between the two genomes. Genomic sorting gives rise to a spectrum of fascinating combinatorial problems, each defined by the set of allowed rearrangement operations and by the representation of the genomes.
In this paper we focus on the problem of sorting by translocations. We reveal new similarities between sorting by translocations and the well studied problem of sorting by reversals. The study of the problem of sorting by translocations is essential for the full comprehension of any genomic sorting problem that permits translocations. Below we review the relevant previous studies and summarize our results. Formal definitions are provided on the next section.
School of Computer Science, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel. Following the pioneering work by Nadeau and Taylor (1984) , reversals and translocations are believed to be very common in the evolution of mammalian species. Reversals (or inversions) reverse the order and the direction of transcription of the genes in a segment inside a chromosome. Translocations exchange tails between two chromosomes. A translocation is reciprocal if none of the exchanged tails is empty. The genomic sorting problem where the allowed rearrangement operations are reversals (respectively, reciprocal translocations) is referred to as sorting by reversals, hereafter SBR (respectively, sorting by reciprocal translocations, hereafter SRT).
Both SBR and SRT use restricted models that allow for a single type of genome rearrangement. Clearly, a model that allows both reversals and translocations is biologically more realistic than each of these two restricted models. Still, the study of sorting by reversals only or by translocations only is of great importance to the understanding of more complex models that allow for several types of genome rearrangements. For example, the problem of sorting by reversals, translocations, fissions, and fusions is reduced to SBR in polynomial time (Hannenhalli and Pevzner, 1995; Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2003; Tesler, 2002a) . In many cases, algorithms for restricted models can be integrated into algorithms for complex models (Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2006a; Tesler, 2002a) .
SBR and SRT were both proven to be polynomial. Hannenhalli and Pevzner (1999) gave the first polynomial algorithm for SBR; since then, other, more efficient algorithms and simplifications of the analysis have been presented. Berman and Hannenhalli (1996) presented a recursive algorithm for SBR. Kaplan et al. (2000) simplified the analysis and gave an O.n 2 / algorithm for SBR. Using a linear time algorithm by Bader et al. (2001) for computing the reversal distance, the algorithm of Berman and Hannenhalli can be implemented in O.n 2 /. A score-based algorithm for SBR was presented by Bergeron (2005) . Tannier et al. (2007) presented an elegant algorithm for SBR that can be implemented in O.n 3=2 p l og.n// using a clever data structure due to Kaplan and Verbin (2005) .
SRT was first introduced by Kececioglu and Ravi (1995) and was given a polynomial time algorithm by Hannenhalli (1996) . Bergeron et al. (2006a) pointed to an error in Hannenhalli's proof of the reciprocal translocation distance formula and consequently in Hannenhalli's algorithm. They presented a new proof and gave an O.n 3 / algorithm for SRT. Recently, we (Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2006a) proved that the algorithm of Tannier et al. (2007) for SBR can be adapted to solve SRT in O.n 3=2 p l og.n//) time.
Can the rich theory on SBR be used to solve SRT? It is well known that a translocation on a multichromosomal genome can be simulated by a reversal on a concatenation of the chromosomes (Hannenhalli and Pevzner, 1995) . However, different translocations require different concatenations. In addition, intrachromosomal reversals do not have matching translocations. Last but not least, the formulas of the reversal distance and the reciprocal translocation distance are different. They differ in particular in the parameters that concern difficult structures for SBR/SRT, which are sometimes referred to as "bad components." 1 Thus, from a first glance the similarity between SRT and SBT is rather superficial.
In Ozery-Flato and Shamir (2006a) we introduced a new auxiliary graph for the analysis of SRT (the "overlap graph with chromosomes" of two multi-chromosomal genomes, an extension of the "overlap graph" of two uni-chromosomal genomes) and used it to adapt the fastest extant algorithm for SBR to SRT (Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2006a; Tannier et al., 2007) . In this paper we reveal new relationships between SRT and SBR. Based on these relationships we develop two new algorithms for SRT, which mimic known algorithms for SBR: a score-based method building on Bergeron's algorithm (2005) and a recursive procedure similar to the Berman and Hannenhalli (1996) method. Though the proofs of the algorithms are more involved than those of their counterparts for SBR, our procedures for translocations match the complexities of the original ones for reversals: the score-based algorithm performs O.n 2 / operations on O.n/-long bit vectors; the recursive algorithm runs in O.n 2 / time. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary preliminaries. Section 3 presents the score-based algorithm and Section 4 presents the recursive algorithm. Related genomic sorting problems, as well as possible applications of our results and future research problems, are discussed in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
This section provides a basic background for the analysis of SRT. We follow to a large extent the nomenclature and notation of Hannenhalli (1996) and Kaplan et al. (2000) . In the model we consider, a genome is a set of chromosomes. A chromosome is a sequence of genes. A gene is identified by a positive integer. All genes in the genome are distinct. When it appears in a genome, a gene is assigned a sign of plus or minus. For example, the following genome consists of 8 genes in two chromosomes:
A 1 D f.1; 3; 2; 4; 7; 8/; .6; 5/g:
The reverse of a sequence of genes I D .x 1 ; : : : ; x l / is I D . x l ; : : : ; x 1 /. A reversal reverses a segment of genes inside a chromosome. Two chromosomes, X and Y , are identical if either X D Y or X D Y . Therefore, flipping chromosome X into X does not affect the chromosome it represents.
A signed permutation D . 1 ; : : : ; n / is a permutation on the integers f1; : : : ; ng, where a sign of plus or minus is assigned to each number. If A is a genome with the set of genes f1; : : : ; ng then any concatenation A of the chromosomes of A is a signed permutation of size n. In the following, we assume for simplicity and without loss of generality that there is a concatenation B of the chromosomes in the target genome B which is the identity permutation. For example, B D f.1; 2; : : : ; 5/; .6; 7; 8/g:
2 are sequences of genes. A translocation cuts X into X 1 and X 2 and Y into Y 1 and Y 2 and exchanges segments between the chromosomes. It is called reciprocal if X 1 , X 2 , Y 1 and Y 2 are all non-empty. There are two ways to perform a translocation on X and Y . A prefix-suffix translocation switches X 1 with Y 2 resulting in:
A prefix-prefix translocation switches X 1 with Y 1 resulting in:
Note that we can mimic a prefix-prefix (respectively, prefix-suffix) translocation by a flip of one of the chromosomes followed by a prefix-suffix (respectively, prefix-prefix) translocation. As was observed by Hannenhalli and Pevzner (1995) , a translocation on A can be simulated by a reversal on A in the following way:
.: : : ; X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; Y 1 ; Y 2 ; : : : / ) .: : : ; X 1 ; Y 1 ; : : : ; X 2 ; Y 2 ; : : : /:
The type of translocation depends on the relative orientation of X and Y in A (and not on their order): if the orientation is the same, then the translocation is prefix-suffix, otherwise it is prefix-prefix. The segment between X 2 and Y 1 may contain additional chromosomes that are flipped and thus unaffected. Tails.f.1; 3; 2; 4; 7; 8/; .6; 5/g/ D f1; 8; 6; 5g:
Two genomes A 1 and A 2 are called co-tailed if Tails.A 1 / D Tails.A 2 /. In particular, two co-tailed genomes have the same number of chromosomes. Note that if A 2 was obtained from A 1 by performing a reciprocal translocation then Tails.A 2 / D Tails.A 1 /. Therefore, SRT is defined only for genomes that are co-tailed. For the rest of this paper, the word "translocation" refers to a reciprocal translocation, and we assume that the given genomes, A and B, are co-tailed. FIG. 1 . The cycle graph G.A 1 ; B 1 /, where A 1 D f.1; 3; 2; 4; 7; 8/; .6; 5/g and B 1 D f.1; : : : ; 5/; .6; 7; 8/g. Dotted lines correspond to gray edges. The gray edge .1; 2/ is internal, whereas .4; 5/ is external. .2; 3/ is an adjacency.
The cycle graph
Let N be the number of chromosomes in A (equivalently, B). We shall always assume that both A and B contain genes f1; : : : ; ng. The cycle graph of A and B, denoted G.A; B/, is defined as follows. The set of vertices is [ Every vertex in G.A; B/ has degree 2 or 0, where vertices of degree 0 (isolated vertices) belong to Tails.A/ (equivalently, Tails.B/). Therefore, G.A; B/ is uniquely decomposable into cycles with alternating gray and black edges. An adjacency is a cycle with two edges.
The overlap graph with chromosomes
Place the vertices of G.A; B/ along a straight line according to their order in A . Now, every gray edge can be associated with an interval of vertices of G.A; B/. Two intervals overlap if their intersection is not empty but neither contains the other. The overlap graph with chromosomes of A and B w.r.t. A , denoted .A; B; A /, is defined as follows. There are two types of nodes. The first type corresponds to gray edges in G.A; B/. The second type corresponds to chromosomes of A. Two nodes are connected if their associated intervals overlap (Fig. 2) . For the rest of this paper we will refer to overlap graphs with chromosomes as -graphs.
In order to avoid confusion, we will refer to nodes that correspond to chromosomes as "chromosomes" and reserve the word "vertex" for the nodes that correspond to gray edges of G.A; B/. Observe that a vertex in .A; B; A / is external iff there is an edge connecting it to a chromosome. Note that the internal/external state of a vertex in .A; B; A / does not depend on A (the partition of the chromosomes is known from A). A vertex in .A; B; A / is oriented if its corresponding edge connects two genes with different signs in A , otherwise it is unoriented.
Let OV.A; B; A / be the subgraph of .A; B; A / induced by the set of nodes that correspond to gray edges (i.e., excluding the chromosomes' nodes). We shall use the word "component" for a connected component of OV.A; B; A /. A component is external if at least one of the vertices in it is external, otherwise it is internal. A component is trivial if it is composed of one internal vertex. A trivial component 
The reciprocal translocation distance
Let c.A; B/ denote the number of cycles in G.A; B/.
Theorem 1 (Bergeron et al., 2006a; Hannenhalli, 1996) . The reciprocal translocation distance be- Let c denote the change in the number of cycles after performing a translocation on A. Then c 2 f 1; 0; 1g (Hannenhalli, 1996) Proof. The correctness of (i) follows immediately from Observation 4.1 in Kaplan et al. (2000) . To prove (ii), let u 2 N.v/. Since the chromosomes in CH.v/ are consecutive, u is either internal or jCH.u/ \ CH.v/j 2 f1; 2g. In each of these cases, CH.u/ is complemented w.r.t. CH.u/ [ CH.v/ (for illustration, see Fig. 3 ). Suppose w … N.v/. Let I v and I w be the intervals associated with v and w respectively (see Section 2.2). Then there are three possible cases:
Case 1: I w I v and w is internal. Then I w is contained entirely in one of the exchanged segments. Proof. The vertices affected by .I / are the ones that overlap I . A vertex v overlaps I iff exactly one of its endpoints belong to I (hence it must be external). The rest of the proof follows directly from Observation 4.1 in Kaplan et al. (2000) .
We refer to two -graphs of the same pair of genomes A and B, irrespective of the concatenation A , as equivalent. Clearly, we can transform an -graph to any other equivalent graph by a sequence of flips of chromosomes intervals, as defined by Lemma 3.
FIG. 3.
The effect of performing a translocation, mimicked by a reversal, on overlapping intervals. X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 are chromosomes, and the dashed lines denote the borders between them in the concatenation .X 1 ; X 2 ; X 3 /. The letters x 1 ; : : : ; x 8 denote the endpoints of the intervals (the endpoints are vertices of the cycle graph). The interval v corresponds to an (external) edge on which a translocation is performed. H; v/, we can assume without loss of generality that v is oriented and the chromosomes in CH.v/ are consecutive. As we shall see, the additional work required to satisfy this assumption will not change the overall complexity of the algorithms.
A SCORE-BASED ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a score-based algorithm for SRT when IN .A; B/ D ;. This algorithm is similar to an algorithm by Bergeron (2005) The above algorithm can be implemented in O.n 2 / time using O.n/ operations on O.n/-long bit vectors, in a similar manner to the implementation of the algorithm of Bergeron (2005) 
A RECURSIVE ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a recursive algorithm for SRT when IN .A; B/ D ;. This algorithm is similar to the algorithm of Berman and Hannenhalli (1996) for SBR.
The algorithm
Denote the number of vertices in a graph H by jH j. For two chromosomes, X and Y , let O X Y (respectively U X Y ) be the set of oriented (respectively unoriented) vertices in H for which CH D fX; Y g. Case 2: w is unoriented in H . In H .v/ the vertices in fx 0 ; : : : ; x k 1 g are internal and x k .D y/ is external. Therefore x j 2 fx 0 ; : : : ; x k 1 g satisfies in H : (i) x j is a neighbor of v iff x j is external and CH.x j / D CH.w/, and (ii) x j is not a neighbor of v iff x j is internal. Denote by H 0 the graph obtained from H after flipping one of the chromosomes in CH.w/.
Case 2.a: At least one vertex in fx 0 ; :::; x k 1 g is a neighbor of v in H . Choose x j 2 fx 0 ; : : : ; x k 1 g a neighbor of v in H such that fx 0 ; : : : ; x j 1 g are not neighbors of v in H . Then in H the following conditions are satisfied: (i) x 0 ; : : : ; x j is a path, (ii) all the vertices in fx 0 ; : : : ; x j 1 g are internal and (iii) x j is external satisfying CH.x j / D CH.v/. Therefore in H 0 the path x 0 ; : : : ; x j still exists and none of the vertices in the path is a neighbor of v (equivalently, w). Hence, the path remains intact in H 
A linear time implementation
We shall now prove that Algorithm Find_Safe_Translocation_Recursive can be implemented in linear time. We shall use an algorithm of Bader et al. (2001) for the computation of IN.H; v/. We shall use an algorithm by Kaplan et al. (2000) for locating an external vertex v satisfying jIN.H; v/j Ä jH j 2 . A difficulty in trying to apply these algorithms is that they operate on signed permutations and not on -graphs. To overcome this, the algorithm will be initially called with genomes A and B. Before every recursive call it will build two appropriate co-tailed genomes A M and B M and pass them as arguments to the recursive call instead of H M .
Assume w.l.o.g. that there are no adjacencies in G.A; B/ (otherwise, every maximal run of adjacencies can be replaced by one element in both A and B) . Thus G.A; B/ contains no internal components.
Computing IN.H; v/ in linear time.
We apply the translocation .v/ on A, and then compute the set of non-trivial internal components. Suppose we want to compute the set of non-trivial internal components in .A; B; A /. We compute the set of components in OV. A / in linear time, using an algorithm by Bader et al. (2001) . The output of this algorithm contains the set of components of OV. A / along with the span of each. The graph OV. A / contains additional vertices that are not in .A; B; A /. These additional vertices correspond to edges between tails of B. Since A and B are co-tailed, the neighbors of these vertices in OV. A / are all external. Therefore the removal of these additional vertices does not affect the set of internal components in this graph. A component is internal iff the two endpoints of its span belong to the same chromosome of A. An internal component is non-trivial if its span contains more than two elements. Suppose O X Y induces a clique in H and U X Y induces a clique in H 0 (one of which might be empty).
In this case we use the proof of Theorem 4 in order to find a vertex v satisfying jIN.H; v/j Ä jH j 2 . We calculate the score in H for every vertex in O X Y and the score in H 0 for every vertex in U X Y in the following way. Let fI 1 ; : : : ; I k g be a set of intervals forming a clique. Let U D fJ 1 ; : : : ; J l g be another set of intervals. Let U.j / denote the number of intervals in U that overlap with I j . There is an algorithm by Kaplan et al. (2000) that computes U.1/; : : : ; U.k/ in O.k C l /. We use this algorithm twice to compute jN EXT .v j /j and jN IN .v j /j, for j D 1::k. Proof. We have demonstrated how to implement the first two steps of the algorithm in linear time. Let v be the vertex chosen in step 1 of the algorithm. Suppose M D IN.H; v/ ¤ ;. In this case we presented a way to construct two co-tailed genomes, A M and B M , whose -graph is almost identical to H M (there are one or two additional external vertices in H 0 M that define the same translocation as v). Obviously this construction can be done in linear time. It is only left to prove that the number of elements in the genomes decreases by a constant factor in every call.
Performing a recursive call
Let n and n M be the number of genes in A and A M , respectively. In every recursive call, the number of chromosomes involved is 2. Hence jH j D n N (i.e., gray edges in G.A; B/) and jH
C 3. Thus for n 18, n M Ä 2n 3 . We update the algorithm as follow. At the beginning, we verify that the number of genes is at least 18. In this case a recursive call (if needed) will be made with genomes with at most 
DISCUSSION
The fundamental observation of Hannenhalli and Pevzner (1995) that translocations can be mimicked by reversals was made over a decade ago, but until recently the analyses of SRT and SBR had little in common. Here and in Ozery-Flato and Shamir (2006a), we tighten the connection between the two problems, by presenting a new framework for the study of SRT that builds directly on ideas and theory developed for SBR. Using this framework we show here how to transform two central algorithms for SBR, Bergeron's score-based algorithm and the Berman-Hannenhalli's recursive algorithm, into algorithms for SRT. These new algorithms for SRT maintain the time complexity of the original algorithms for SBR. These results improve our understanding of the connection between the two problems. Still, deeper investigation into the relation between SRT and SBR is needed. In particular, providing a reduction from SRT to SBR or vice versa is an interesting open problem.
Algorithms for SRT can only be applied to a pair of genomes having the same set of chromosome ends. This requirement is removed if SRT is extended to allow for non-reciprocal translocations, including fissions and fusions of chromosomes, and the latter can be viewed as translocations involving empty chromosomes (Hannenhalli and Pevzner, 1995) . This more general problem of sorting by translocations can be reduced in linear time to SRT, as we intend to prove in a future work.
The problem of sorting by reversals, translocations, fissions, and fusions (SBRT) was studied (Hannenhalli and Pevzner, 1995; Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2003; Tesler, 2002a ) and proven to be polynomial. An algorithm solving SBRT is used by the applications GRIMM (Tesler, 2002b) and MGR (Bourque and Pevzner, 2002) , which analyze genome rearrangements in real biological data (Bourque et al., 2004; Murphy et al., 2005; Pevzner and Tesler, 2003) . The first step in the current algorithm for SBRT generates two co-tailed genomes, say A and B, with the same distance as the two input genomes (Tesler, 2002a) . In the following steps, genome A is sorted into genome B using reciprocal translocations and internal reversals that do not alter the set of chromosome tails. In other words, SBRT is solved by a reduction to a more constrained problem that allows only for reciprocal translocations and internal reversals. We refer to this constrained problem as SBRT C . SBRT C is currently solved by a reduction to SBR, where each reversal simulates either a reciprocal translocation or an internal reversal. We believe that an algorithm for SBRT C that explicitly treats translocations and reversals as distinct operations would be more natural and powerful than one that does not. In a future work, we intend to prove that each of the algorithms presented here and in (Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2006a) can be extended to solve SBRT C , even when reversals are given priority over translocations (i.e., a "good" reversal move have a higher priority than a "good" translocation move).
In an optimal solution to SRT, SBR, and SBRT, every move is safe, i.e., it does not create "bad components." Thus the algorithms for these problems mainly focus on finding safe moves. Finding safe moves is conceptually and algorithmically the hardest part in all these algorithms. In a ground-breaking paper, Yancopoulos et al. (2005) proposed a new formulation that bypasses the need for safe reversals/ translocations by introducing a new genome rearrangement operation called double-cut-and-join (DCJ). Translocations, reversals, fissions, and fusions can all be viewed as special cases of the DCJ operation. Unlike all the above operations, a DCJ operation can "loop out" a circular chromosome, which can be later reabsorbed by another operation. Thus the problem of sorting by DCJ operations (SDCJ) allows for the creation of intermediate circular chromosomes. Looping out a circular chromosome followed by its reabsorption can also simulate a block interchange of two blocks in the same chromosome. The problem of sorting by block interchanges was studied in Christie (1996) and Lin et al. (2005) . The ability of DCJs to create and reabsorb circular chromosomes yields a powerful rearrangement model, for which no "bad components" exist. This makes the analysis, distance formula, and algorithms of SDCJ (Bergeron et al., 2006b; Yancopoulos et al., 2005 ) much simpler and very elegant, in comparison with SRT, SBR, and SBRT. While circular chromosomes are quite common in prokaryotes cells, they have been found sporadically in eukaryotes cells, and with some rare exceptions, they are usually not inherited (Ishikawa and Naito, 1999) . Thus for the evolution of eukaryotes species, it is reasonable to assume a minimal use, if any, of circular chromosomes. In particular, when there are no bad components, any algorithm for SBRT solves SDCJ without creating circular intermediates.
In the future we intend to study SBRT with additional restrictions that will make its solutions more biologically acceptable. An example for an additional constraint is the exclusion of translocations that create acentric chromosomes (i.e., chromosomes that lack a centromere), since these chromosomes are likely to be lost during subsequent cell divisions (Sullivan et al., 2001) . As a first step towards solving this problem, we recently provided a polynomial time algorithm for the constrained problem where only reciprocal translocations that do not create acentric chromosomes are allowed (Ozery-Flato and Shamir, 2007) . Another interesting variant of SBRT we wish to study considers a model in which one type of operation is preferable over the other. We believe that the study of SRT and its alignment with SBR theory will assist in the study of these variants of SBRT.
